An overwhelmedness to which one responds
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e-mails leaked from climate scientists
an operating model issue
this drive concept
making geographical distance
the City isn’t dated, it’s free
a favorite legal disclaimer
The generations that grew up with technology
If you think we suck and
If grandpa lives with you

*

I was the captain of the ship, but the crew devised the dance
with its rounded form, in place of the beautiful
of a first component having a multiple-thread pattern
I have turned this issue into a bug
in which banks made speculative investments
of harsh conditions
What kind of evil things
which could be turned with a handle and which operated more efficiently

*

circumstances seldom turn out just the way we envision
new conditions or paradigms
calamity
their jobs being eliminated
Pedro Garcia and
the Law of Attraction
To form elastic fibers

*

The “labor saving” devices
do not think art
simply have more
tools for entrepreneurs
and market fluctuations
like a sick cycle
like I’m falling behind my grandmother
handgun-related incidents
Policy on Global Warming
the job as a “hostile
Campaign to Privatize Electricity”
often islands of sanity
Away from Labour's debate
cried and shouted abuse
c’era molta elettricità nell’aria

Perched water
Automatically
a giant green snake
how a structure will respond
Mathematical and computer
Remembers hearing what sounded “like a bomb going off”

Strategies for Mitigating
Crocodiles and other reptiles
some years before the events of Final Fantasy VII
deepening economic globalization
in the Star Wars universe
willing and able to talk with the news media
in a futuristic world where black operations units are experimented
upon
a tragic event takes place
Just like Jurassic Park
Now, says the WTO
every actor can have a different perception of the size, nature and
content of the threat

specific evolutionary
fixations on the source text
compelling business
in nature
there being too many
available
counterterror operations
independent of aesthetics
that detectability decreased
levels of pseudocode

be gluten-free
one of those small, thin plastic hangers
your mouse over the photo
to market the evening primrose
why the Cap’n Crunch is always on the bottom shelf
below the hardcore no-brand Bavarian-prison kind
but the food bank is keeping a few as souvenirs

*

Ever tried looking beyond propaganda—
or is that beyond your mental capacity?
the one place where I freely express myself
On the blank side of a July 1960 calendar page
tries Iowa after saturating Illinois
also an aspiring strongman
to her, here, is he really among the living
not just one world slipping away, but two
building glaciers to stop global warming
only mentioned or referred to in passing

*

a lost cause
I’m currently doing research on
as natural/inevitable
“hard-core capitalists”
across the globe
suggesting that a benevolent authority
is shallow and deceptive
the lot of the large
in decline throughout the world
energy giant
ON HIS final journey toward Jerusalem

*

Tonight, I want to ask a question
applause from the German side of the room
accused the composer and lyricist
“this movement will sooner or later revive”
expanded their claims to include insurance policies
I knew that I could not ever again raise my voice against the violence of the
political structures
It is an honor to have such a brave champion
of the social impact of the computer revolution